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Abstract: Security in the ATM Network is very necessary because it is widely spread in all 

areas such as financial, network administration and other important parts of financial 

network which requires very sensitive handling transmission of data. Manipulating the 

transmitted data, spoofing and misuse of ATM channels would be very fatal in accounting 

system. Mostly the ATM transactions should rely on the integrity of secure Crypto-processor 

(Dedicated processor for carrying Crypto- graphic operations). Therefore the ATM Forum, 

developed new standards & specification called ATM security specification 1.0 in 1998 and 

then in March 2001, the ATM Forum developed a new Technical Committee called ATM 

security & specification version 1.1. This paper presents the safety & security of the 

Automated Teller Machine which includes the basic introduction, threats to an ATM 

network, network security framework. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The security specification includes the security services that are needed and necessary for 

the users to protect their ATM cards from being misused. Confidentiality, Data Integrity, 

Accountability, Correct Functionality, Availability and Access Control are the main objectives 

for ATM. Principal functional security requirements can be identified to deal with the 

generic threats. They are: 

• AF-SEC-1: Verification of Identities; 

• AF-SEC-2: Controlled Access and Authorization; 

• AF-SEC-3: Protection of Confidentiality; 

• AF-SEC-4: Protection of Data Integrity; 

• AF-SEC-5: Strong Accountability; 

• AF-SEC-6: Activity Logging; 

• AF-SEC-7: Alarm Reporting; 

• AF-SEC-8: Audit; 

• AF-SEC-9: Security Recovery; 

• AF-SEC-10: Management of Security. 

These functions are from AF-SEC-1 to AF-SEC-10. 

THREATS TO AN ATM NETWORK 

ATM network will suffers a lot of threats. Few of the network threats are 

Eavesdropping 

Eavesdropping is a threat in which attacker connects into the transmission media and gain 

unauthorized access to the data. It is one of the most common attacks to the network.  

Masquerade 

Masquerade is a threat in which one person pretends to be someone else and by doing that, 

tries to gain access to information. 

Service Denial 

Service Denial occurs when on entity fails to perform its work and prevents other entities to 

perform its work. 

Traffic Analysis 

Traffic analysis refers to a threat that the hacker can get information by collecting and 

analyzing the information like the volume, timing and the communication parties of a VC 
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(Virtual Channels). Volume and timing can reveal a lot of information to the hacker even 

though the data is encrypted, because encryption won't affect the volume and timing of 

information.  

Corruption of Information 

The transmitted data is altered, deleted, changed and delayed by an entity with a proper 

authorization.  

Forgery 

Forgery refers to, when the fake data is sent and is claimed to have been received. The 

authenticated person’s information must be changed to do this authentically. 

SECURITY SERVICES 

The ATM Security Framework 

 

 

 

Figure 1: ATM Security Components (Schematic Representation) 

In fig 1 shows the Schematic representation of ATM security components in which each VPN 

(Virtual Private Network) has a switching device to enter into the network (Public Network). 

Between switching device & network there is a Crypto unit inserted. This crypto unit 

performs all the encryption & decryption work. Communication has to be between Network 

to Network or User to Network. For maintaining the security & privacy few functions should 

be maintained which we will discuss now. 

AF-SEC-1 Verification of Identities 

The ATM network shall support capabilities to establish and verify the claimed identity of any 

actor in an ATM network. 

In this function the basic authentication should be done. Authentication is done to avoid 

Masquerade. Few security services should be made available for this purpose. 

• User Authentication 
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• Data Origin Authentication 

• Peer Entity Authentication 

AF SEC-2 Controlled Access and Authorization 

The ATM network shall support capabilities to ensure that actors are prevented from gaining 

access to information or resources they are not authorized to access. 

The access control method decides whether the connection is authenticated or not. If the 

connection is not authenticated, it will not proceed further otherwise the connection will be 

initialized. It is very important for the multilevel secure ATM with trusted component. 

AF SEC-3 Protection of Confidentiality 

The ATM network shall support the capability to keep stored and communicated data 

confidential. 

Protection of confidentiality is used to protect user related information. The confidentiality 

service provides the protection for the disclosure of exchanged data to the unauthorized 

access. 

AF SEC-4 Protection of Data Integrity 

The ATM network shall support granting the integrity of stored and communicated data. 

Protection of data integrity is used to protect ATM network user related information. The 

integrity service ensures the correctness of exchanged data, insertion, deletion and 

modification of the new data. 

AF SEC-5 Strong Accountability 

The ATM network shall support the capability that an entity cannot deny the responsibility 

for any of its performed actions as well as their effects. 

Strong accountability means Non-repudiation. In this one has to prove that data has actually 

taken place. It is very important for everyone to be responsible for his work. 

AF SEC-6 Activity Logging 

The ATM network shall support the capability to retrieve information about security 

activities stored in the Network Elements with the possibility of tracing this information to 

individuals or entities. 

Activity logging is for controlling security policies. It is necessary to log information about 

security related events which occurs security relevant operations. 
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AF SEC-7 Alarm Reporting 

The ATM network shall support the capability to generate alarm notifications about certain 

adjustable and selective security related events. 

In alarm reporting, security information is provided which provides information about 

security relevant events. 

AF SEC-8 Audit 

The ATM network shall support the capability to analyze and exploit logged data on security 

relevant events in order to check them on violations of system and network security. 

An audit is to test sufficiency of system control. 

AF SEC-9 Security Recovery 

The ATM network shall support recovery from successful and attempted breaches on 

security. 

A very frequent problem in cell encryption is the loss of cell. If cells are lost decryption will 

not be possible. Some modes operate on the algorithm of handling lost cells. 

AF-SEC-10 Management of Security 

The ATM network shall support capabilities to manage the security services derived from the 

security requirements listed above. 

Management of security comprises of important aspects of systems, which includes all 

activities to establish, maintain & terminate. 

CONCLUSION 

This topic of ATM safety and security proves that there is a requirement of strong security 

specification for ATM network and on the other hand there are many pitfalls and numerous 

problems. 

Authentication, confidentiality and data integrity are the important security framework that 

fulfills the user needs for secure network. So ATM safety and security provides strong 

protection of user security and safety and offers the new possibilities to make a network 

strong. 
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